Impulse formulations of Hall magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations are developed. The Lagrange invariance of a generalized ion magnetic helicity is established for Hall MHD. The physical implications of this Lagrange invariant are discussed. The discussion is then extended to compressible Hall MHD. Compressibility effects are shown not to affect, as to be expected, the physical implications of the generalized ion magnetic helicity Lagrange invariant.
Introduction
Impulse formulations of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations were considered by Kuzmin [1] . This led to the result, upon the use of an appropriate gauge condition, that the magnetic helicity, which is important for the study of topological properties of magnetic field lines (Moffatt [2] ), is a Lagrange invariant.
In a high-β plasma, on length scales in the range d e < l < d i , where d s ≡ c/ω ps , s = i, e, is the skin depth (i being reference to ions and e to electrons), the electrons decouple from the ions and this results in an additional transport mechanism for the magnetic field via the Hall current (Sonnerup [3] ) which is the ion-inertia contribution in generalized Ohm's law. The Hall effect leads to the generation of whistler waves whose -* frequency lies between the ion-cyclotron and electron-cyclotron frequencies ω ci and ω ce , respectively; * phase velocity exceeds that of Alfvén waves for wavelengths parallel to the applied magnetic field less than d i .
Further, the decoupling of ions and electrons in a narrow region around the magnetic neutral point (where the ions become unmagnetized while the electrons remain magnetized) allows for rapid electron flows in the ion dissipation region and hence a faster magnetic reconnection process in the Hall MHD regime (Mandt et al [4] ).
In this paper, we develop impulse formulations of Hall MHD equations and establish the Lagrange invariance of a generalized ion magnetic helicity for Hall MHD and explore its physical implications. We then extend this discussion to compressible Hall MHD and explore the robustness of the physical implications of the generalized ion magnetic helicity Lagrange invariant.
The Hall MHD Equations
The Hall MHD equations (which were actually formulated by Lighthill [5] long ago following his far-sighted recognition of the importance of the Hall term in the generalized Ohm's law) are (in usual notation) -
along with Maxwell's equations
n is the number density of ions and electrons, v is the ion fluid velocity, ρ ≡ nm, m is the ion mass, p ≡ p e + p i , p e and p i are the electron-fluid and ion-fluid pressures, respectively.
3 Impulse Formulation of Hall MHD
φ is chosen so that the impulse velocity q has a compact support if the ion vorticity has a compact support (Kuzmin [1] ). Then we obtain, from equation (1),
On imposing the gauge condition on φ -
equation (8) becomes
We obtain from equations (1)- (6),
χ being an arbitrary function.
We derive from equations (10)-(13),
where,
On imposing the gauge condition on χ -
equation (14) leads to the generalized ion magnetic helicity Lagrange invariant -
In order to clarify the physical interpretation of this Lagrange invariant, note that we have from equations (10) and (12), on using the gauge condition (16) -
On the other hand, if S is a vector field associated with an oriented material surface element of the ion fluid S evolves according to (Batchelor [6] )
which is identical to the equation of evolution of (q + eA/mc), namely, (18). Therefore, the field lines of (q + eA/mc) evolve as oriented ion fluid material surface elements -the direction of (q + eA/mc) is orthogonal to the material surface element S and the length of (q + eA/mc) is proportional to the area of the material surface element S.
Thus, the generalized ion magnetic helicity invariant (17) physically signifies the constancy of generalized ion magnetic flux (which is the magnetic flux augmented by the ion fluid vorticity flux) through the material surface element S. One may even view this physical significance to provide a kind of inevitability to the generalized ion magnetic helicity invariant (17).
It is also of interest to note that the generalized ion magnetic helicity invariant (17) offers a new physical perspective on the Beltrami state for Hall MHD (Turner [7] ) given by
a being a constant. Using (20), (17) leads to
which physically signifies the constancy of ion volume flux through the material surface element S, as to be expected.
Extension to Compressible Hall MHD
Compressible Hall MHD poses certain difficulties because the plasma pressure field is now determined by thermodynamics and hence plays a dynamical role. Some of these difficulties are resolved by assuming the plasma to be barotropic, i.e., the pasma pressure is a singlevalued function of the plasma density -P (ρ) ≡ dp ρ .
This assumption avoids the necessity to close the compressible Hall MHD equations by adding an equation of state and an equation of the evolution of internal energy.
and using the barotropy condition (22), we obtain
we obtain
Replacing equation (2) now by the ion mass conservation equation -
equations (1), (3)- (6) give
We derive from equations (25), (27)-(29)
equation (30) leads to the generalized ion magnetic helicity Lagrange invariant -
In order to clarify the physical interpretation of this Lagrange invariant, note that we have from equations (25) and (28), on using the gauge condition (16),
On the other hand, material surface element S of the ion fluid evolves according to (Batchelor [6] 
which is identical to the equation of evolution of (q + eA/mc), namely, (32).
Thus, the generalized ion magnetic helicity invariant (31) physically signifies the constancy of generalized ion magnetic flux (which is the magnetic flux plus the ion fluid vorticity flux) through the material surface element S, even for compressible Hall MHD, as to be expected.
It is again of interest to note that the generalized ion magnetic helicity invariant (31) also offers a new perspective on the Beltrami state for compressible Hall MHD (Mahajan et al. [8] ) given by Ω = bnv (34)
b being a constant. Using (34), (31) leads to
which physically signifies the constancy of ion mass flux through the material surface element S -this is of course inevitable since the Beltrami state (34) is steady.
Discussion
In this paper, impulse formulations of Hall MHD equations are developed. The generalized ion magnetic helicity Lagrange invariant and its physical implications are given. The discussion is then extended to compressible Hall MHD, and compressibility effects are shown not to affect, as to be expected, the physical implications of the generalized ion magnetic helicity Lagrange invariant.
